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SOLARINDICESFORTHE PERIOD JANUARY i, 1955 THROUGH DECEMBER I, 1969
SUMMARY
This report lists solar-geomagnetlc indices from January I, 1955
through December 31, 1969 which may be used for model atmosphere studies.
These tables contain daily sunspot number, solar 10.7 cm flux and the
daily geomagnetic Ap index. Also included are the three-hourly Kp and




Over the past few years, the Space Environment Branch has compiled
tables of solar geomagnetic indices for use within model atmosphere
studies. Originally the tables were compiled only for internal use
within this organization; however, as a result of numerous external
requests for these tables, we have decided to reproduce part of them
in this report so that they will be more readily available to other
users. The tables contain data for the period January 1, 3955 through
December 31, 1969.
The author wishes to thank Mr. Ed Seely and Mr. John Chambers for
their creative programming, part of which is shown in this report.
t
II. SOLAR-GEOMAGNETIC INDICES TABLES
This report contains three tables of data for each month of the
period January i, 1955 through December 31, 1969. The first table
lists the eight individual three-hourly Kp index values and the sum
and the average of these values for each day of the month. The secodd
table lists similar data for the equivalent planetary amplitude index,
ap, and a single dally value for the C_ index. The third table lists
daily mean values, 27-, 54-, and 81-da_ running mean values of the 10.7 cm
e_lar radio flux and the relative ZUrich sunspot number plus a monthly
average and a monthly smoothed average for each of these parameters. The
running means cover the day on which they are listed and the preceding
26-, 53-, or 80-day period, as appropriate. The monthly smoothed average
values are computedby giving equal weight tO the cu=rent month and the
5 months preceding and succeeding it plus one-half weight to the s_xth
month before and after the month of record.
III. GEOMAGNETIC DATA SOURCE
/
The geomagnetic index values are those prepared by the Institute
for Geophyslk, G_ttlnge%_Germany,, for the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics (IUGG), A_soclati_n of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, Com-
mission Number 4. These values were converted to decimal format by
subtracting 0.333 from a reported numerical value followed by a minus
sign and by adding 0.333 to a repo©ted value followed by a plus sign.




A Conversion from the Quasi-Logarlthmic Planetary Three-Hour Index Kp
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